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Cover Story

Saturday 21st
October dawned
bright and early,
but it was not
early enough for
the Model Railway
Group, who were
already hard at
work setting up
IDSME’s latest
Model Railway
Show in the village
hall. The images
on the front and
rear cover are all
from this show.
After months of
planning and
preparation the
day started by
collecting the keys
to the village hall
at seven o’clock.
There then
followed a
concerted effort to
move large
quantities of
materials
(including model
railway layouts)
the 300 yards from
the IDSME
clubhouse to the
village hall. Soon

Ickenham Model Railway Show
21st October 2017
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setting up was in full swing
and the hall began to fill up
with layouts and other
displays. Outside Mark
Hamlin’s portable track was
set up in the plumber’s yard
(our usual spot during the
Ickenham Festival
Community evening) which
is conveniently adjacent to
the village hall. It was
extremely blustery there,
and the gazebo, which had
been erected to keep off the
threatening rain, had to be
taken down before it
departed of its own accord.
Fortunately, the rain during
the day was confined to a
few short showers.
The catering department (in
the form of chairman Bob
Proudfoot) ensured that just
before opening we were all
fortified with a bacon
sandwich, before he was
banned from the kitchen by
the other catering staff for
being in their way. They
were anxious to set up for
the sale of tea and cakes to
genuine customers.
All was soon ready for the
opening, and with Matthew
Byatt and Sarah Piper in
charge of the admissions
desk, the first visitors were
allowed in at 10 o’clock.
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Going around the hall the layouts and displays were:

Hayning Island: Tom Haynes' EM gauge layout based upon the
terminus of the Hayling Island branch, but with the addition of small
terminal for handling nuclear flask traffic. This layout has progressed
significantly since it appeared at the previous IDSME Model Railway
Show two years ago.
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Beatstaple
(inside rear cover
upper): This OO
gauge layout
featuring a
branch terminus
was completed by
Michael Vickery
and his cousin
Paul, having
been started by
their late
grandfather.

Ballashimmin (rear
cover): Simon Hamlin’s
recently renamed OOn3
layout based around Isle
of Man practice featured
once again and acted as a
show case for all the new
items of rolling stock
Simon has built over the
past couple of years.
Some of it was so new
that he had described
their construction to
members at the General
Interest Night the night
before the show.

Next to Ballashimmin was a display area
featuring some of the model buildings
built for Graeme Vickery’s new layout of
Marlow, many of which have already
been described in the pages of Ashpan.
Next to this were a couple of dioramas
organised by Malcolm Parsons who was
on hand for most of the day to answer
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questions. This area was then finished off with the IDSME display case
in which model trains in various scales were on display.

Schwungischerplatz (inside rear cover lower): The Model Railway
Group’s German N gauge layout (commonly referred to within the group
as Splatz) made another welcome appearance at the show. With plenty
of detail and action along its length it kept many visitors enthralled.
Next February there will be a Friday evening meeting where the Model
Railway Group demonstrate the layout to club members.

New Brushford:
This small diesel
depot made another
appearance at the
show. This OO layout
uses DCC (digital
command control) and
many of the
locomotives are fitted
with sound chips so
they sound like the
real thing.

Swakeleys (front
cover): The club’s
portable OO layout
featuring a small
branch terminus was
operated by Simon
Tilbury with
assistance from
others. A description
of this layout
appeared in Ashpan
61.
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Hornby Dublo:
Derek Smith and friends
from the Chiltern Hills
Vintage Train Group
presented a layout
employing many items
from the Hornby Dublo
range of model railways,
and one or two items that
unaccountably never quite
made it into the Hornby
Dublo range, but perhaps
should have done...

In the middle of the room Ken
Knight set up a typical ‘train
set’ type OO layout where
visitors, young and not so
young could drive the trains
themselves. It proved very
popular.
The show was a great success.
Staff on the admissions desk
reported that the show saw
267 paying visitors through
the door. The first three hours
saw over fifty people through the door each hour. Things tailed off a
little between 13:00 and 15:00, then more than ninety people visited in
the last two hours.
The portable track outside carried 101 passengers. Overall the show
more than covered its costs and was a great advert for the society.
Thoughts are already turning to organising another model railway show
in the village hall in two years’ time, and it has been noted that 2019
will also be the 70th anniversary of IDSME’s first exhibition, which was
also held in the village hall.
In the meantime, the model railway group has already been busy taking
their layouts to other model railway exhibitions, as David Collins
describes overleaf, and Schwungischerplatz is undergoing redevelopment
at one end of the layout, where a shopping centre is due to be erected
above the station
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IDSMEAtWycrail 2017
By David Collins

The High Wycombe & District Model Railway Society holds its annual
model railway exhibition Wycrail on the first Saturday in November
at Cressex Community School in High Wycombe. 2017 saw no less
than three layouts in three different gauges belonging to IDSME
members on show and eleven IDSME members were present.
Firstly, Simon Hamlin assisted by dad Mark had his 00n3 gauge
layout Ballahimmin, based on the Isle of Man Railway with excellent
models of IMR steam locomotives plus a few interlopers from Ireland.
Immediately across from them Marc Fuller had his N gauge German
layout Schwungischerplatz, featuring mostly Deutsche Bahn modern
stock with the occasional steam special and vintage diesel thrown in,
plus trams and U-Bahn (German Underground). Marc was assisted by
Sam Fuller, Michael Proudfoot, Matthew Byatt and Murray Bolter.
In contrast, Graeme Vickery was in the upstairs hall displaying his
EM gauge layout Trewithick, with help from Tim Lovell and Tom
Haynes. The eleventh IDSME member was myself, albeit in my
capacity as a HWDMRS member. All of the IDSME layouts seemed
popular with visitors and exhibitors alike and Schwungischerplatz
was voted 3rd best layout in the show.
The exhibition was a success with approximately 25 layouts on
display raging from Z to O gauge with every era from pre-grouping to
privatisation represented along with narrow gauge, European and
North American layouts. There was also a good selection of traders
selling everything the railway modeller would require. The second-
hand stall did a roaring trade with some punters spending over £200.
For the bus enthusiasts there was a London Transport Green Line
Routemaster running from the exhibition to High Wycombe railway
station. I am told that this bus was one that was based at the High
Wycombe garage for the whole of its working life.
On behalf of the HWDMRS I would like to thank all the IDSME
members mentioned above for their contribution to Wycrail ’17, and I
hope they enjoyed themselves. Oh, and an apology to the Fat
Controller of the IDSME November Running Day for taking away so
many members, but after reading the above I am sure you’ll agree it
was all worthwhile.
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Schwungischerplatz at Wycrail 2017. Voted 3rd best in show.
From left to right: Matthew Byatt, Marc Fuller,

Michael Proudfoot and Murray Bolter
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Winter Programme
November 2017
Saturday 4th: IDSME Public Running Day
Friday 10th: Harefield Light Railway - Keith Piercy
Friday 17th: The Hubble Space Telescope - Geoff Higgs
Friday 24th: The Great Western Society Steam

Railmotor Project - Peter Jennings
December 2017
Friday 1st: Club & General Interest Night
Saturday 2nd: IDSME Public Running Day
Friday 8th: Ickenham Festival Community Evening

Portable Track Run - No meeting in clubhouse
Friday 15th: Members' Slide Night
Friday 22nd: The Christmas Slide Show

- Sir Cyril's Minions
Friday 29th: No meeting

Peter Pardington and Graham Findlater demonstrate how to balance
a grinding wheel during the general interest night on 20th October.
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Winter Programme
January 2018
Friday 5th: Breaking News From Bedfordshire - Mel Fuller

Moor Minions - Malcolm Parsons
Friday 12th: Club & General Interest Night
Friday 19th: Photographic Evening - An informal chance for

members with photographic equipment, ranging from
acamera-phonetospecialistcameras,totry
photographing a selection of items in the clubhouse,
e.g. 5 inch locomotives, stationary engines, model
railway items etc.

Friday 19th London Model Engineering Exhibition
to Sunday 21st: Alexandra Palace
Friday 26th: Quiz Night - Sir Cyril's Minions

February 2018
Friday 2nd: Schwungischerplatz - the N gauge layout

- Model Railway Group
Saturday 3rd: Site Working Party
Friday 9th: Trials & Errors of Early Railways - Colin Reid
Friday 16th: Model Railway Group Presentation
Friday 23rd: Hidden Secrets - How local utilities developed

- David Sexton
March 2018
Friday 2nd:
Saturday 3rd: Site Working Party
Friday 9th: What goes on in the workshop

- Explained by those who know
Friday 16th: Club & General Interest Night
Friday 23rd: RAF Northolt - Mark Bristow

April 2018
Saturday 7th: IDSME Public Running Day
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Chairman's Chat

You will all have to excuse any demented ramblings in this
Chairman’s Chat. Life has been hectic of late and the deadline for
contributions has once again sailed past me hence this hurried prose.

My last chat referred to the likelihood or not of me still being in
position following our AGM. Well despite whatever we may have done
wrong over the past 12 months it appears the membership are at least
marginally satisfied with the committee, as we all remain in post for
which I thank you all. (This may just be apathy but I’d like to think
there is at least a small degree of satisfaction as to how things are
being run).

As per previous comments, either in Ashpan or on the message board,
our mantra remains unchanged – we just want the best for the club
and to do all we can to enable it to pass to future generations in a fit
state to enable the pursuit of our hobbies.

Well psycho-babble over, so now let’s get down to practicalities. We
took the hard decision at the AGM to increase the track fares to 80p.
This had followed a lengthy debate in advance on the message board,
but after a very reasoned discussion the increase was passed almost
unanimously. As with many others I had mixed emotions as to the
rise but I am firmly convinced it was the right move to ensure our
future development.

As work nears completion on both the covered work area and the new
workshop facilities it is now time to focus on actually making use of
our facilities. Perhaps we can now spend some valuable time on all of
those repairs and improvements we’ve promised ourselves for so many
moons.

Regards to all.

Bob Proudfoot
Hon. Chairman
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Ashpan Notebook
Ashpan 115 & 116
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The Winter edition of Ashpan, number 116, is due
to be published at the end of January and so any contributions should be
with the editor by the end of December. The editor's contact details can
be found on the inside front cover.

AGM
At the AGM in September there were no changes to the committee and
so for 2017/18 the committee is: Chairman: Bob Proudfoot, Vice
Chairman: John Wilcox, President: Geoff Higgs, Secretary: David
Sexton, Treasurer: Graham Findlater, Public Relations Officer: Phil
Wimbush and Committee Member: Peter Cathcart.
Membership subscription rates for the forthcoming year (2018/19) are
also unchanged and remain £40 for adults and £10 for junior members.
The new subscriptions will fall due on 1st April 2018.
One change which was decided at the AGM, was to increase the fares we
charge for rides on the miniature railway. From the beginning of the
2018 running season these will increase to 80p a ride. This is the first
increase in track fares since 2010.

President’s Charity
The November
running day saw the
presentation of a
cheque for £850 to
the President’s
chosen charity. The
President, Geoff
Higgs, turned up, as
instructed, in his
'best bib and tucker'
as we hosted a visit
by Jennie Drake,
from the Paediatric
Occupational
Therapy Team at
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Hillingdon Hospital,
along with
representatives from
other paediatric units
with whom the
money is now shared.
The President also
presented some
flowers to Val Fitch,
whose fund-raising
efforts at running
days is a principal
contributor to
IDSME’s donation.

Progress Report
Work on the workshop extension and covered area roof has continued
and is now almost complete, with doors now fitted to the extension.
The appearance of the front of the clubhouse is also changing as Steve
Pennack is working to install a window in the kitchen. It is hoped that
this will make things pleasanter for staff in the buffet on running days
as they will be
able to see what
is going on
outside, and won’t
feel so cut off
from the rest of
the site.
Suggestions that
this should be a
circular stained-
glass window of
the club badge, to
provide a
balanced
appearance to the
clubhouse, were
rejected out of
hand.
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Navigating in the Dark
It is well known that lighthouses in England and Wales are the
responsibility of the Master Wardens and Assistants of the Guild
Fraternity or Brotherhood of the most glorious and undivided Trinity and
of St. Clement in the Parish of Deptford Strond, in the County of Kent.
That is a bit of a mouthful and so the organisation is more often referred
to as the Corporation of Trinity House of Deptford Strond, or more simply
still as Trinity House.
Trinity House’s responsibility also extends to the Channel Islands and
Gibraltar and it is the General Lighthouse Authority for all the above-
named areas. Local Lighthouse Authorities also exist, mainly ports and
harbours, that maintain their own lighthouses and navigation aids in the
vicinity of their facilities. The General Lighthouse Authority for Scotland
and the Isle of Man is the Northern Lighthouse Board (formerly the
Commissioners for Northern Lights), while the whole of the island of
Ireland comes under the Commissioners for Irish Lights.
What is not well known is that there was another organisation that, for a
time maintained a string of lighthouses in the British Isles. They existed
for barely twenty years. The first lighthouse was erected in Hounslow in
1919, but a year later it was replaced by a lighthouse in Croydon.
Croydon is, of course, nearer the coast than Hounslow. Two years later
the lighthouse was relocated a further eight miles to the south, to the top
of Tatsfield Hill in the North Downs.
Perhaps I should explain what these light houses were for. They were
provided to allow aviators to navigate during the hours of darkness.
During daylight, pilots navigated by recognisable land marks; following
railway lines was the favoured method, and many railway stations on
common air-routes had their names painted on the roof to aid
identification from the air. Darkness robs the airman of these landmarks,
and the light houses were provided to allow flying at night. They were
erected and maintained by the Air Ministry.
The system obviously drew on maritime experience, navigating by lights,
but was also based on experience gained with night flying during the first
world war. A system of aerial lighthouses had been used in Germany to
guide airborne Zeppelins. At least fourteen such lighthouses were in
existence by 1914. The Allies had used small, mobile aerial lighthouses in
France to guide aircraft returning from missions.
Once peace had returned testing to develop aerial lighthouses and other
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lighting equipment for
use in civilian aviation
began in 1919 in
Andover with the
aforementioned first
lighthouse being erected
at Hounslow airfield in
the same year. In March
1920 Hounslow airfield
closed, and Croydon
Aerodrome took on the
role of airfield for
London. Hence the
erection of the second
light house there. Both
lighthouses were built by
the Gas Accumulator
company of Brentford,
and both were lit by
acetylene gas.
Further testing of
effectiveness of the light
at Croydon and further
lighting at Lympne
airfield was carried out
using the civilian airship
G-FAAG (late H.M.
Airship R33). A
description of one of the tests is in the box on the right. In early 1922
work began on creating a network of lights to mark the London – Paris air
route, and to this end, the Croydon light was relocated to the top of
Tatsfield Hill, some eight miles to the south. A second lighthouse was
erected at Cranbrook in Kent.
In 1931 a third light was erected at Merstham, and this marked an
alternative air route from Croydon over the North Downs, that re-joined
the main route at Merle Common, near Oxted. This light was lit
electrically, with the existing acetylene lit lights being converted soon
afterwards.
Three further electrically powered beacons were provided in 1934, at the
aforementioned Merle Common in Surrey, and at Brenchley and
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Bethersden in Kent. The latter
two allowed the Cranbrook
light to be taken out of use as it
was not actually that near the
air-route it purported to mark.
The design of aerial lighthouses
differs from their marine
counterparts in several
important respects. Marine
lights generally provided a
horizontal beam of light, aimed
at the horizon, on the
assumption that most ships
would be cruising at an
altitude, not significantly
greater than sea level. Such an
assumption could not be
applied to aircraft. Indeed,
under normal circumstances
aircraft flying at sea level could
be assumed to be in a spot of
bother. The aerial lights needed
to be visible from the horizon
almost up to the zenith, to cope
with the wide range of altitudes
that an aircraft might be flying
at. Consequently, the aerial
lights were surmounted by a
glazed dome and contained
some complicated optics to
ensure that the beam of light
would cover this wide range.
Aerial lights, being inland were
erected on high ground at the
top of a lattice work steel
structure, except for the
Merstham light which was built
at the top of a brick tower that
had been erected in the
nineteenth century as a

During the night between March 17 and
18 [1921], the ‘R.33’ had an exciting time
trying to get from Pulham in Norfolk,
where she is stationed, to Croydon, in
order to carry out observations on the
lighthouses, etc., at the Waddon
aerodrome. Leaving her mooring mast at
Pulham at 11 p.m., she proceeded in a
south-westerly direction, but made little
headway, as she was facing a very
strong wind of between 45 and 50 m.p.h.
It had been arranged that ‘R.33’ should
be over Waddon about 1 a.m., in order to
observe the illumination of the white
cone light recently installed there, but
the hours wore on without any news of
her. Finally, just before one o'clock the
wireless operator at Croydon reported
that he could hear the ‘R.33’ speaking by
wireless, but could not distinguish her
message. No further news of the airship
was received until about 2 o'clock, when
she gave her position as three miles S.W.
of Ipswich, saying that she would not be
over Waddon until after five. Thus, she
had taken three hours to cover a
distance of approximately 30 miles, or
was doing about 10 miles an hour over
the ground! It was not until about 5.35
a.m. that those waiting at Croydon
caught sight of the airship. She was then
some 15 to 20 miles away, and presently
was seen to turn for home, making very
good progress with the wind. She
reported that she had seen the Cale light
from a distance of 19 miles. Arriving
home at Pulham about 10 a.m. the ‘R.33’
did not attempt to pick up her mooring
mast, but proceeded to carry out
navigation tests throughout daylight.
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sighting
tower while
surveying
the route of
the
Merstham
railway
tunnel.
As with
marine
lighthouses
each aerial
light flashed
in a
particular,
unique,
pattern,
allowing
them to be
identified. In addition to the main aerial lights
marking the London – Paris air routes, most
airfields of any size also had smaller beacons
that flashed a pattern that allowed the airfield to
be uniquely identified from the air. The pattern
for RAF Northolt was one long red flash followed
by one short red flash, the pattern being
repeated every six seconds.
Another difference was that the aerial light
needed to be visible to aircraft approaching from
all directions, whereas marine lights generally
only shone out to sea. Aerial lights by contrast
shone in all directions, and despite not being as
powerful as marine lights, were still very bright.
The Merstham light had a quoted range of over
thirty miles. Local residents often objected
(sometimes strongly) to these new flashing lights
which disturbed the night. Inevitably some
people took matters into their own hands and it was not unknown for
bricks, and so on, to be hurled through the glass beacons, damaging the
lights. The loss of a beacon could cause serious danger to unsuspecting
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airmen, of course, and early on it became a specific offence to interfere
with an aerial lighthouse.
A description of the Merstham light was published just after it was
installed:
The beacon which has been installed at Merstham utilises a special three-
filament 3kw. lamp. It has a dioptric fixed-type lens giving a beam which,
it is maintained, obviates the disadvantages of the horizontal beam given
by the Marine lighthouse type of beacon, it being considered that as an
aircraft moves in three dimensions, light from the horizontal and vertical
is necessary in order that the pilot may not lose sight of the beacon from
the time he comes within its range. The lamp, the light from which is
intensified by a spherical silver mirror mounted on the door, is placed a
little below the centre of the belt of a 500mm. diameter dioptric lens in
order to tilt the beam slightly. This lens is built up of two parts; the lower
part of the lens (A) consists of three upper and five lower refracting prisms
and a central belt covering a horizontal angle of 180 deg. The part of the
lens system which provides the highest vertical rays (B) is fitted in 180
deg. of the lantern roof and consists of four prisms of special section
designed to give the correct distribution. The candle-power of this beacon
is 85,000 in the main beam, the range being approximately 31 miles ; in
countries where the air is clearer, the range increases by about 30 per cent.
The beacon rotates and a flashing character is obtained by means of
shutters (C) fixed in front of the lens and rotating with it about a vertical
axis, thus any Morse character can be given by arrangement of these
shutters. The revolving drive is taken through a free-wheel to permit
turning the beacon for cleaning purposes.

It was the second world war that brought about the end of these aerial
lights. While marine lights remained essential to shipping, and thus
continued to operate, albeit at reduced power, despite the blackout, even
the government realised that continuing to use lights to mark an aerial
route leading directly from the coast to London, might possibly be
considered to be making things too easy for the enemy. The lights were
taken out of use immediately on the outbreak of the war, and they were
quickly dismantled. In truth, even as the last few lights were being
installed in 1934, they were already becoming obsolete, as aircraft
increased in size and speed, and flew at increasingly high altitudes.
Other developments in field of aerial navigation were also having an
effect and the war accelerated these developments. Consequently, there
was deemed no need to reinstate the aerial light houses after the war.
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Instead radio navigation beacons and radar was the order of the day.
What follows is a detailed description of one of the early gas lit aerial
lighthouses, first published in 1921. At the time it was believed that
there would one day be a large network of aerial lighthouses, and that
many marine lighthouses would have their optics modified so that they
could serve as both marine and aerial lights:

Having given a brief outline of the development and fundamental principles of
the marine lighthouse, let us now consider the problem in connection with the
most modern form of transport, i.e., aircraft. Those responsible for this branch of
aeronautics are in the fortunate position of being able to start at the point which
marine authorities have reached after hundreds of years of work, involving the
expenditure of millions of pounds sterling. The two problems viewed generally
are really very closely allied, but it must be borne in mind that whereas in the
marine lighthouse the light rays are confined to an area practically speaking
at ground level, an aerial lighthouse must be capable of spreading its rays over
the whole of the upper hemisphere.
However, the problem does not appear to offer any insuperable difficulties, so
long as it is realised that the greater the arc to be illuminated the greater the
power of the light must be.
While it is quite possible that existing marine lighthouses will be converted so as
to serve for both marine and air work, lighthouses solely for the use of aircraft
are bound to come. Naturally the atmosphere at low elevations over land is
much more impure than that at sea, and consequently it appears possible that
lights which will be required to have a horizontal range of, say, 20 miles over
land, will probably have to be of higher order than those used for similar ranges
round the coast.
In connection with the problem of adapting existing marine lighthouses for
aircraft, D. W. Hood, Esq., Chief Engineer of Trinity House, London, has
designed an ingenious arrangement of optics whereby this object is achieved
without interference to the marine duties of the light. This arrangement is
shown in one of the accompanying illustrations (Fig. 2).
The lower panels A may be considered to represent a lens of an existing marine
lighthouse, projecting beams of light to the horizon. The upper panels B would be
superimposed upon A, and so formed as to project light from immediately above
the beam emanating from A to the zenith.
Actually, the lens B forms a complete separate light unit, and is arranged with a
second light source at its focus. The functioning of the two lenses is probably
best shown in the accompanying diagram (Fig. 3), where the heavily-shaded
cones represent the diverging light beams emanating from the lower panels, and
the slightly shaded area is that through which the light from panels B is visible.
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This diagram indicates the area
through which the light is visible
from two panels of the lens, and the
dotted horizontal line crossing the
diagram at an altitude of 6,000 ft. is

intended to show that the light would be continuously visible to an aviator
whilst 'making' and passing the light at all reasonable altitudes.
It would seem that the most vital part of the problem of aerial lighthouses is not
so much the character and powers of the optics of these lights, for these must
obviously follow closely those necessary for marine purposes, and invaluable
information upon this part of the problem should be forthcoming from the
Engineer of Trinity House, but their placing and maintenance is the main point.
As is well-known, it has hitherto been necessary for all lighthouses and
lightships to be what is technically termed ‘attended.’ That is, their operation
involves the constant attention of one or more keepers (in the case of the large
lights, it is often four), whose duty it is to light, maintain and extinguish the
light. Invariably the lights are placed at considerable distances from inhabited
parts, and consequently such an arrangement necessitates the erection by the
authorities of suitable dwellings for the attendants and their families.
Apart from the expense that such an arrangement involves, there is another
factor which is deserving of consideration, namely the lonely and isolated lives of
the lighthouse keepers. Reference to the risky and hazardous conditions under
which the lighthouses were maintained appear frequently in history, and many
are the piteous appeals for help chronicled.
These conditions were necessary when lighthouse apparatus was of such design
as to compel it, but this is no longer the case, and most of the principal maritime
authorities throughout the world are now converting even their largest and most
important units for unattended operation.
An example of the latest type of automatic and unattended light, which
embodies some most fascinating mechanical features, has been in operation at
the London Terminal Aerodrome, Croydon, for the past twelve months, and
although this apparatus has frequently been referred to in the Press, no
descriptive technical details appear to have been published.
That mechanical finality can ever be attained is very problematical, but it is
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difficult to imagine that the mechanism employed in this light is likely to be
surpassed for many years to come. Primarily, there is an absolutely self-
contained light unit equipped for unattended operation—using dissolved
acetylene as its illuminant. The light is lit and extinguished by a so-called 'Sun-
valve', and the Lenticular apparatus is caused to revolve by the action of the gas
in passing to the burner. The incandescent mantle, which. forms the light
source, is automatically replaced upon its becoming defective. All these points
are so ingenious as to warrant individual description. The general lay-out of this
lighthouse is shown, more or less
diagrammatically, in Fig. 4.
Starting at the illuminant
used—i.e., dissolved acetylene
gas—its application, whilst
not being new, has such
great advantages that
it should not be
passed over. The
production of
acetylene gas
by the
ordinary
water to
carbide
method has
very many
shortcomings,
the chief
among them
being that
the gas is so
impure as to
frequently
choke the
pipes, and
burners,
causing rapid
depreciation
of the light
power, also
the pressure
constantly
varies, and in
addition
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there remains the fact that free acetylene gas when under pressure exceeding
two atmospheres is highly explosive. Consequently, its storage in large volumes
is not possible under these conditions. The exploration which led to the
introduction of dissolved acetylene gas was made by Messrs. Claude and Hess,
two prominent French chemists, who discovered that acetone has the power of
absorbing acetylene up to twenty-five times its own volume for each atmosphere
pressure at a temperature of 10 degrees C, so that, for instance, at a pressure of
10 atmospheres, it absorbs two hundred and fifty times its own volume of
acetylene.
The receptacle in which the gas is stored after it has been purified and dried, is
generally known as a 'gas accumulator', and is similar to the familiar oxygen
cylinders. The cylinder is of drawn steel and filled with a porous substance (80
per cent, porosity). This is saturated with acetone before the cylinder is charged
with acetylene. Gas stored in this way is classed by the Board of Trade as non-
explosive.
Accumulators (the number and capacity of which naturally vary according to the
period over which unattended operation is required) are connected by pipes of
special construction to a distributing pillar, at which point a pressure indicator
and main gas cock are placed. From here a main supply pipe is run directly to
the pressure regulator in the lantern house, the object of which is to reduce the
high pressure of the gas from the cylinders to the lower constant pressure
required for the operation of the light. From the regulator, gas is led to the mixer
(Fig. 5), where it is admitted at A, passes through a filter, B, and enters the gas-
chamber C, through the inlet valve D. Here the pressure of the gas forces the
diaphragm E of the gas-chamber upward, and with it the pump diaphragm F,
compressing the spring G, and admitting air into the pump-chamber K, through
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the air valve L. When the diaphragm has reached the end of its up-stroke, the
mechanism contained in the gas-chamber C closes the inlet valve D, and opens
the outlet valve H, allowing the gas to escape through the pipe I, into the pump-
chamber K. With the pressure against the diaphragm F thereby relieved, the
spring G effects the downward stroke and forces the mixture of air and gas
through the discharge valve M into the equaliser O. The object of the equaliser is
to maintain the supply of gas during the upstroke of the pump diaphragm.
From the equaliser O the gas flows through a regulating valve, P, into the
regulator, where the diaphragm Q and spring R maintain a constant pressure.
From the regulator the gas is finally led through the fuse valve S direct to the
burner.
The incandescent acetylene burner employed in this installation is of the
inverted type, i.e., the flame is directed downward, whereby a better luminous
efficiency is obtained than with the upright type. Another advantage of the
inverted burner is that the mantle can be more firmly secured, which is of great
importance with regard to durability. These mantles are made of special silk,
and are of a tough and elastic nature, but under the best conditions the life of an
incandescent mantle can never be
exactly predicted, and to avoid total
extinction of the light from this cause,
an automatic mantle replacement
device is fitted. This particular unit is
equipped with four mantles, three
being held in reserve, but it is
understood that a battery of as many
as twelve mantles can be supplied. The
average life of a mantle is stated to be
from two to three months, and
therefore an unattended period of
twelve months or more can safely be
relied upon.
Upon reference to the diagram (Fig. 6),
it will be observed that the device is
actuated by a spring motor, A, which
requires rewinding only upon the
whole magazine of mantles having
been used.
The four vertical rods each carry a
holder for
a mantle,
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and are so arranged as to rest on the periphery of the revolving rack B, on which
is a cam, C. It will be seen that as this rack revolves each mantle carrier in
succession mounts the cam, and in doing so causes the vertical rod to move up
and inwards until the mantle ring, at the top extremity of the rod, abuts against
the burner stem D, thereby checking any further vertical movement of the
mantle carrier. As the latter, at this point, is not quite at the top of the cam, the
rack also ceases to revolve.
The mantle is then 'burnt off' by the gas flame, and remains in service till it
becomes defective.
Upon the mantle breaking, the gas flame
impinges upon a small fusible catch, E, which
when burnt through allows the mantle fitting
to " slip " on the rod, with the result that the
pressure upon the cam C is removed, and the
carrier in service passes over the top of the
cam, and the operation is repeated by the
next mantle for service.
The small pilot burner by which the main
flame is ignited is not in this instance fed by a
special pipe, but the main burner is utilised
for this purpose, in such a way as to ensure
operation.
For purposes of automatically extinguishing
the light at sunrise, and lighting it at the
approach of darkness, the sun-valve is used.
This valve, shown in Fig. 7, is actuated
entirely by light, and is not influenced by
changes of temperature.
Its construction is based on the well-known
physical law that absorbed light is
transformed into heat. It consists of a system
of metal rods protected by a strong glass
cylinder.
The central rod A is coated with lamp-black,
which gives it the property of absorbing light,
while the three rods B surrounding it are
polished, and thus reflect the light. All four
rods expand or contract in the same degree
under the
influence of
heat or cold,
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but only the central rod expands under the influence of light. The additional
expansion so caused is used to operate a valve, C and D, which controls the
passage of gas in a branch pipe between the mixer and a valve inserted in the
main pipe to the burner, and controlling in its turn the gas supply to the latter.
With increasing daylight, the black rod expands and closes the valve; at
the approach of darkness it contracts and opens the valve.
The optic is carried on a turntable (see Fig. 4), which is suitably mounted on a
bearing, and it is caused to rotate by the movement of the diaphragms in the
mixer, this movement being transmitted to the turntable by a shaft and the
necessary gearing. By the employment of the natural rise and fall of the mixer
diaphragms (caused by the pressure of the gas passing to the burner) for this
purpose, no special supply of power is required for the operation.
During the daylight hours the supply of gas is cut off by the Sun-valve, and the
lens ceases to rotate till the approach of darkness.
The gas, it should be mentioned, after leaving the Sun-valve passes through a
mercury seal carried on the turntable, as the piping on the latter revolves with
it—all other piping being fixed.
The fourth order, four panel optic employed is composed of dioptric (refracting)
and catadioptric (reflecting and refracting) elements, which serve to concentrate
and project the light rays falling upon them into four diverging beams of great
power, directed slightly above the horizontal.
Light is delivered to the upper hemisphere by the employment of suitably
disposed refracting and reflecting elements which intercept part of the light
emanating from the lens panels, and project it into the arc, extending from
immediately above the main beam to the zenith.
Time and experience alone can determine the most efficient distribution of light
for aeronautical navigation. Pilots consulted upon this subject offer views so
widely different that little help can be derived from that source. Some state that
lights of many thousands of candle-power, visible through 180 degrees, should be
placed at intervals of ten miles along the routes. Others that vertical searchlight
beams at intervals of a few miles are better than lighthouses, and again one
meets the pilot who is perfectly happy with the present arrangements.
Probably the path to be followed is between these extremes. To establish costly
lights only a few miles apart is ridiculous, and is nothing more or less than
offering a pilot a well-lit street to fly down; the fact is that he must learn to
navigate.
On the other hand, the provisions now in existence for night flying are
undoubtedly inadequate.
However, it is understood that the authorities are thoroughly investigating the
whole subject before committing themselves to the expenditure of large sums of
money. It is perfectly easy to lay out twenty thousand pounds on only one beacon
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light, but it is highly desirable that all possible precautions should be taken to
ascertain that such an expenditure produces the required results.
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